It's not just about packaging
It's meeting your requirements, exact speciﬁcations
and exceeding your expectations.

Partitions, Pads & Sheets
Partitions - Fiber or Corrugated
We identify which application is the best ﬁt for your product.
Fiber partitions are made from 100% recycled materials and
are 100% recyclable. They are ideally suited for automated
production lines and provide a more compact alternative to
corrugated partitions, minimizing warehousing and shipping
costs. Fiber is a "cleaner" option and produces less dust during
the insertion process. These partitions can be designed by
incorporating a variety of features such as die cutting, locking
and notching to ensure a smooth insertion on the production
line. They are oﬀered in a wide range of calipers to provide the
appropriate protection needed.

Manufacturing Grades

Packaging Supplies
Boxes
Corrugated Stock Boxes
Master Cartons
Multi-Depth Cartons

Protective Interior Packaging
Bubble & Foam Rolls
Kraft Poly Rolls & Rust Inhibitive Paper Rolls
Single Face Corrugated Rolls

Protective Pallet Packaging
Cornerboard
Recycled Fiber & Corrugated Pallet Sheets
Poly & Steel Strapping
Stretch Film ~ Machine & Hand Grades

Stockroom Supplies
Bubble & Padded Mailers
Poly Bags
Tapes

RECYCLED
Paper
FSC® C011397

Recycled Fiberboard ~ Caliper Range: .018- .050
Poly Chip
SBS - Solid Bleached Sulfate
MCS - Milk Carton Stock
Corrugated partitions oﬀer optimal protection by providing
superior top-to-bottom compression strength. Stacking strength
is a critical component of packaging design. Corrugated
partitions provide excellent side-to-side cushioning and protect
against potential abrasion. In many applications, they are the
preferred choice for tall height partitions. Non die-cut corrugated
partitions can be manufactured from a minimum of 2" tall by 5"
wide to a maximum of 23" tall x 66" wide.

Manufacturing Grades
Corrugated ~ 125#/26 ECT Single Wall
to 275#/48 ECT Doublewall
Plastic Corrugated

Pads & Sheets
We supply a wide variety of ﬁber pads, slip sheets and scored
pads produced in single ply to multi-ply densities. Recycled ﬁber
typically oﬀers a lower cost advantage with the added beneﬁt of
reduced warehouse space for storage.
Corrugated pads provide additional strength and cushioning
using single, double and triple wall densities. They can be used
for interior packaging protection as well as exterior pallet
protection; customized as needed.
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The integrity of your product is key to maintaining customer
satisfaction, sustaining growth and increased proﬁtability.

Premier Packaging & Supply, Inc. oﬀers innovative solutions to
deliver your product with a cost eﬃcient design and optimum
protection. PPS was established in 1998. We supply customized
packaging to select markets in the U.S. and Europe. Our goal is to
provide a seamless process from design to delivery. We sample the
approved prototype and assist with the testing process to ensure
complete product success. PPS is independent which allows us
to strategically align our resources with selected manufacturers;
each with their own unique production capabilities. Instead of
selling what one plant wants you to purchase, we work for you;
with each production facility that is speciﬁcally tooled to best
meet your packaging needs.

Foam
Foam is a unique packaging component. It is extremely adaptable
and can be molded/fabricated to conform to virtually any shape
or size. It's ﬂexible, lightweight and non-abrasive. It's also very
resilient and eﬃcient in absorbing shock.
PPS oﬀers complete product development from design and sample
prototypes to the approved ﬁnal speciﬁcations. We create your
custom interior packaging by utilizing and combining various
substrates; molded urethane, die-cut polyethylene/polyurethane
and convoluted foam. This cushioning can be laminated to ﬁber,
corrugated, plastic or plywood to create the optimum protection
for your application.

Industry Applications

Recyled Fiber

Corrugated

Foam

Plastic

Automotive
Ceramics
Electronics
Food
Glass Container
Medical
Metals
Wine/Liquor
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